We give a characterization of locally convex linear topological spaces that are homeomorphic to the uncountable powers of the real line.
Introduction
One of the fundamental results of infinite-dimensional topology and functional analysis-the well-known theorem of Anderson-Kadets (see, e.g. [2] ) states that each separable infinite-dimensional Frechet space is homeomorphic to the countable (infinite) power Rw of the real line R. It is also well known [2] that each locally compact locally convex linear topological space is homeomorphic (even isomorphic) to some finite power Rn of R (in this paper we consider only Hausdorff linear topological spaces over the field of real numbers). The following reformulation of these two facts immediately follows from the corresponding classical definitions (let us recall only that the Polish spaces are defined as separable and completely metrizable ones; of course, each metrizable and locally compact space is Polish).
Theorem A. The following conditions are equivalent for each locally convex linear topological space E :
(i) E is homeomorphic to the countable (finite or infinite) power of the real line; (ii) E is a Polish space.
The main purpose of this paper is to charactenze those locally convex linear topological spaces that are homeomorphic to uncountable powers of the real line. Moreover, we want to find simple (purely topological) conditions that will give the desired homeomorphisms. The main idea we use for getting such a characterization states that we can consider our problem from the point of view of the general theory of absolute extensors in the dimension 0. Let us outline in some words the last notion. Without formalities the definition of this notion is as follows: a topological space X is said to be an absolute extensor in the dimension zero (shortly, ^.E'(O)-space) if for any zero-dimensional space Z and any subspace Z0 of it each mapping f:Z0^-X can be extended to the whole of Z . Of course this is only a scheme of the correct definition. As a rule some additional restrictions in this definition are assumed (otherwise we can not obtain a satisfactory notion). Some of them restrict the class of spaces under consideration and the others specify the types of embeddings of mentioned subspaces into ambient spaces. Historically the basic classes of metrizable spaces and of compact spaces as well as closed embeddings were mainly considered. Many results in the case of metrizable spaces were obtained. We recall only one of them, Michael's selection theorem [2] , which states that each completely metrizable space is an AE(Q)-space in the class of all metrizable spaces. On the other hand, the first result concerned with the class of compact v4.E(0)-spaces and that was the starting point of the whole theory of nonmetrizable absolute extensors was proved only in 1974. We have in mind the fundamental theorem of Haydon [9] stating that the class of compact ^£'(0)-spaces coincides with the class of so-called Dugundji compact spaces. After this result compact /l£'(0)-spaces were extensively studied and today we have a sufficiently developed theory of such spaces. Good examples of results of this theory are Shchepin's theorems concerning topological characterizations of uncountable powers of two-point discrete space and of the closed unit interval [10] . At the same time it should be observed that the standard definition of the concept of an AE(0)-space is satisfactory only for various subclasses of the class of normal spaces (see [3] for the complete discussion of corresponding reasons). This made it impossible to use this notion in studying nonmetrizable linear topological spaces and the associated questions of infinite-dimensional topology and functional analysis. The satisfactory modification of the notion of an yi£'(0)-space for the class of all Tychonov (i.e., completely regular and Hausdorff) spaces was given in [3] . Moreover, in [3] topological characterizations of uncountable powers of the real line and of the space of natural numbers were also obtained (let us recall that countable infinite powers of the above spaces were characterized correspondingly by Toruñczyk [11] and by Alexandrov and Urysohn [1] ). Let us mention only one proposition [3] concerning arbitrary >4£'(0)-spaces (all exact definitions will be given below) that, together with Theorem A, can be considered as a key to a solution of our problem: the class of Polish spaces coincides with the class of all ^£'(0)-spaces with countable weight. Now we can formulate the main result of this paper which, together with Theorem A, gives a complete topological characterization of those locally convex linear spaces which are homeomorphic to powers of the line.
Theorem B. Let x be an uncountable cardinal. Then the following conditions are equivalent for each locally convex linear topological space E : (i) E is homeomorphic to Rz ;
(ii) E is an AE(0)-space of weight x.
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We also prove some other propositions and corollaries of Theorem B.
Preliminaries. All spaces below are assumed to be Tychonov and all mappings continuous. C(X) denotes the set of all real-valued continuous functions defined on the topological space X. If X ç Y then C(Y)\X is the set of all elements of C(X) extendable to the whole of Y. The equality C(X) = C(Y)\X characterizes the C-embedded subspaces. If /: X -» Y is a mapping then C(f): C(Y) -» C(X) denotes the naturally obtained operator. By dimension we mean the dimension dim, which is defined by means of finite functionally open coverings [7] . (A set is functionally open provided that it is the pre-image of an open subset of the reals of a map / e C(X).) In the class of compact spaces the following notions were defined by Shchepin [10] . In the present form they were given in [3] . Defintion 1. A mapping f: X -» Y is said to be n-soft (n = 0, I, ... , oo) if for any space Z of dimension dim Z < «, any two subspaces Z0 and Z, of it such that Z0 ç Zx, and any mappings g: Z0 -» X and h:Zx -» Y such that C(g)(C(X)) ç C(Z)|Z0, C(h)(C(Y)) ç C(Z)\ZX, and fg = h\Z0, there exists a mapping k: Z, -» X such that fk = h, and C(k)(C(X)) ç C(Z)\ZX.
The oo-soft mappings will be called soft mappings.
Definition 2. A space X is called an absolute extensor in dimension n(n -0, 1, ... , oo), briefly an AE(n)-space, if its constant map is n-soft. The AE(oo)-spaces are called absolute extensors.
It follows from [3] that in the class of compact spaces as well as in the class of Polish spaces the above definitions agree with the common definitions of the corresponding concepts. ^£(«)-spaces as well as «-soft mappings between them can be characterized in various ways. Very useful for their investigation are spectral methods. Let us recall some necessary definitions. Suppose that A is a partially ordered directed set (this means that for every two elements a, ß e A there exists an element y e A such that y > a and y > ß ). A subset of A is said to be a chain if every two elements of it are comparable. The symbol sup B, where B ç A, denotes the lower upper bound of B ( of course in the case when such element exists in A). A subset B of A is said to be closed in A if for each chain C in B we have sup C e B whenever an element sup C exists in A. Finally a directed set A is said to be A-complete (where k is an infinite cardinal) if for every chain B of elements of A with \B\ < k there exists an element sup B in A . We obtain the standard example of a A-complete set if consider the set exp^^ of all subsets of cardinality < k of an arbitrary set A with \A\ >k. Now suppose that we have an inverse spectrum Sx = {Xa, /r , A} . By lim Sx and by pa, a e A, we denote the limit space of our spectrum and the natural limit projections from lim Sx to Xa respectively. If we have a cofinal subset A' of A then the limit space of the spectrum SX\A' = {Xa, /r , a, ß, e A1} is naturally homeomorphic to lim Sx . The spectrum Sx is said to be continuous if for each chain B in A with sup B = ß the diagonal product of mappings // , a e B, maps the space Xß onto lim SX\B homeomorphically. If we have two inverse specta Sx = {Xa, p^ , A} and SY = {Ya, q^, A} over the same indexed sets and a morphism between them, i.e., the collection {fa, a e A} of mappings fa: Xa -> Ya, a e A, such that for each pair of indexes a, ß e A the equality qafß-faPa holds whenever a < ß, then there exists a limit mapping lim{j^ : a e A} : lim Sx -» lim5y of this morphism which is defined as a diagonal product of mappings fapa : lim Sx -» Ya , a e A , and satisfies the equalities qa{fa: a e A} = fapa for each a e A. The spectrum Sx is said to be factorizing if for each function /: limS^ -» R there exist an index a e A and a function fa: Xa -» R such that / = fapa . Finally a continuous spectrum Sx is said to be a A-spectrum if its index set is A-complete and if the spaces Xa, a e A , have weight < k.
The following result for compact spaces was proved by Haydon [9] (the case « = 0), Shchepin [10] (the cases « = 0, oo ), Fedorchuk [8] (the case « = 1 ), and Dranishnikov [6] (the cases n > 2 ). The following theorem that was proved in [3] generalizes all mentioned results and gives even the characterization of «-soft mappings between arbitrary ^4£'(«)-spaces. (ii) all the limit projections in the spectra Sx and SY are n-soft: (iii) all the limit square diagrams are n-soft; (iv) if f itself has a Polish kernel, then all the limit square diagrams are Cartesian squares.
Taking the Y in this theorem to be a singleton space, we get a spectral characterization of ^£'(«)-spaces. Now we shall comment some special notions concerning the above theorem. Here Za denotes the fibered product of Xa and Y with respect to mappings fa and qa (in the other words ZQ is a subspace of the product consisting exactly of those points (xa, y) e Xa x Y for which the equality fa(xa) = qa(y) holds); a : Z -» X and w : Z -» Y denote the restrictions to Z of the natural projections of Xa x Y onto the first and second factors respectively; the mapping ha : X -* Za denotes the characteristic mapping of the first diagram and is defined to be the diagonal product of pa and /. It is clear that the characteristic mapping is a homeomorphism precisely for diagrams that are Cartesian squares (i.e., pullback squares). But in general they are not even surjective. A commutative square diagram is said to be «-soft if its characteristic mapping is «-soft. The following notion of mapping with Polish kernel was defined in [3] . It generalizes the notion of mapping with metrizable kernel introduced in [9] . A mapping f: X -* Y has a Polish kernel if there exists a Polish space P such that X is C-embedded in Y x P and / coincides with the restriction of the projection nY to X. Theorem 1 indicates a general method of studying nonmetrizable AE(n)-spaces. If we want to prove some result for such spaces then our strategy can be as follows: first of all we must prove the corresponding result for Polish spaces; on the second step we must prove a parametrical version of the first one; after that we can use Theorem 1 and, constructing from our (y-spectrum a well-ordered one, step by step (as a rule by transfinite induction) obtain the desired result.
The main RESULT Now we can proceed to direct proofs of our results. We start with the following proposition. Lemma 1. Let k > co. Each locally convex AE(0)-space is isomorphic to the limit space of some factorizing k-spectrum consisting of locally convex AE(0)-spaces (of weight < k ) and 0-soft linear limit projections. In particular, each locally convex AE(0)-space is isomorphic to the limit space of some factorizing co-spectrum consisting of separable Fréchet spaces and 0-soft linear limit projections.
Proof. Let £ be a locally convex AE(0)-space. It follows directly from Theorem 1 that we can represent (topologically!) the space E as the limit space of some factorizing A-spectrum S = {Ea, pa , A} consisting of ^4£'(0)-spaces and 0-soft limit projections. Let us show that this spectrum contains a closed and cofinal subspectrum (this means that there exists a closed and cofinal subset A' that produces the desired subspectrum) consisting precisely of locally convex spaces and 0-soft linear limit projections. Obviously this will be sufficient for us.
IR R
Consider the product E x E and the spectrum S x S = {Ea , /r xppa, A} .
Clearly lim(.S x S) = E x E. It follows from [3] that each 0-soft mapping
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use between AE(0)-spaces is open. Consequently all limit projections paxpa, a e A , of the spectrum S xS are open. By [10] we can conclude that the spectrum S x S is also factorizing. Let us additionally note that each 0-soft mapping is surjective [3] . Denote by p: E x E -► E a continuous law of addition that is given in E as in the linear topological space. In our situation we can use the spectral theorem of Shchepin [10] to obtain a closed and cofinal subset Ax of A and a morphism {pa: Eax Ea -► Ea, Ax}: (S x S)\AX -» S\AX whose limit mapping coincides with the mapping p. Now we can define a continuous law + of addition in each E , a e A, . For this we put x + y = p (x , y )
whenever (x , y ) e E x E .
v a ' ^ a' a a
Similarly we can consider a factorizing A-spectrum id xS = {R x Ea , idÄ xpßa , A} and continuous law of multiplication of elements of E on scalars (i.e., real numbers). Denote this law by v: Rx E -» E. Then as above we get a closed and cofinal subspectrum S\A2 of 5 and a morphism {va:Rx Ea -» Ea, A2} : (id xS)\A2 -► S\A2 with v -X\m{va, a e A2} . We can look on the mapping va as on the continuous law of multiplication on scalars in Ea . Let us note now that the set A1 = Axi~) A2 is also a closed and cofinal subset of A (we use the A-completeness of A ; see [10] ). Hence the subspectrum S\A' of S is also a factorizing A-spectrum. But for spaces Ea with a e Á we have both operations from the definition of linear topological spaces. Both of them are continuous and consequently all spaces of the spectrum S\A' are linear topological spaces. Moreover all limit projections in the last spectrum are linear with respect to defined operations. The lemma is proved. Corollary 1. Each locally convex AE(0)-space is isomorphic to a C-embedded linear subspace of the product of separable Fréchet spaces. Proof. Let E be a locally convex ^£'(0)-space. By Lemma 1, E is isomorphic to the limit space of some factorizing co-spectrum S = {Ea, pa , A} consisting of separable Fréchet spaces and 0-soft linear projections. Consider the product F = Y\{Ea: ex e A}. Evidently E is isomorphic to a linear (and closed) subspace of F (this subspace is an image of the space E under the diagonal product of all limit projections of the spectrum 5 ). Since S is factorizing the mentioned subspace is C-embedded in F . The proof is complete.
Lemma 2. Let f: E -» F be a 0-soft linear mapping between locally convex AE(0)-spaces that has a Polish kernel (in the above-mentioned sense). Suppose that f(K) = T where K and T are convex and C-embedded AE(0)-subspaees of E and F respectively. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) f\K: K -> T is a 0-soft mapping:
(ii) f\K: K -> T is a soft mapping.
Proof. The nontrivial part is the implication (i) =>■ (ii). By Lemma 1 there exist factorizing co-spectra SE -{Ea, /r , A} and SF = {Fa, qa, A} consisting of separable Fréchet spaces and 0-soft linear projections, the limit spaces of which are isomorphic to the spaces E and F respectively. By Theorem 1 we can suppose without loss of generality that / is the limit mapping of some morphism {fa: Ea -» Fa, A}: SE -► SE consisting of 0-soft mappings and such that all the corresponding limit square diagrams are Cartesian squares. Since A" is a C-embedded and closed subspace of E we can conclude that the spectrum SK = {Ka -clg (pa(K)), Pa\Kß , A} , the limit space of which coincides with K, is also a factorizing co-spectrum. Since K is an ^£'(0)-space we can again use Theorem 1 (together with the spectral theorem from [10] ) and suppose without loss of generality that for each a e A the mapping pa\K is 0-soft and p (K) = K . Similarly we can suppose that q (T) = cL. (q (T)) and the a mapping qJT is 0-soft whenever a e A. Finally by Theorem 1 we can suppose (again without loss of generality) that each commutative square diagram of the following type (a e A) K PjKÏ !».(*) is a Cartesian square and each mapping fJpa(K) is 0-soft. In this situation to conclude the proof of the lemma it remains to prove that the last mapping is soft (then we can use the fact that the above diagram is a Cartesian square to obtain the softness of the mapping f\K).
Linearity of the limit projections of spectra SE and SF imply that the spaces pa(T) and qa(T) are convex subspaces of the spaces Ea and Fa respectively. Moreover it is easy to see that each mapping fa is also linear. By Michael's selection theorem [2] the mapping fa\pa(K), as an open mapping with closed convex fibers between closed and convex subspaces of separable Fréchet spaces, is soft. The proof is complete.
Lemma 3. Let K be a C-embedded and convex subspace of a loally convex AE(0)-space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) K is an AE(0)-space;
(ii) K is an absolute extensor.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove an implication (i) => (ii). By Corollary 1 we can suppose that K is a convex and C-embedded subspace of some product E = Yl{Ea: a e A} of separable Fréchet spaces. If \A\ < co then AT is a convex and closed subspace of a separable Fréchet space and hence is an absolute extensor (see, for example, [2] ). Now consider the case \A\ = x > co. Without loss of generality we can suppose that each space Ea, a e A , contains at least two points and consequently the space E is homeomorphic to R* (we use Theorem A). By Proposition 1.14 from [3] there exists a functionally closed perfect 0-invertible mapping f:NA->E having a regular averaging operator (corresponding definitions that now for us have only technical sense can be found in [3] ; we note only that N denotes the discrete space of natural numbers). Since dim NT = 0 and K is a We say that a subset B of ^4 is admissible (the last notion is equivalent to the notion of a weakly admissible subset from [3] ) if nB(x) = pBhf~~x(x) for each point x e K(B). As in [3] we can determine the following properties of admissible subsets:
(a) the union of arbitrary collection of admissible subsets is again an admissible subset; Since \A\ = x we can write A = {aa: a < x}. By (f) each point aa of A contained in some countable admissible subset Ba . Put Aa = \J{Bß : ß < a}, Ka = KA , p^+X -pAa+> (a < x). It follows from the properties listed above for admissible subsets that the limit space of the naturally obtained well-ordered continuous spectrum S = {Ka, p"+x, t} coincides with the given space K. Countability of the sets Ba implies, by Lemma 2, softness of the short projections of our spectrum. These facts are sufficient for us to conclude that K is an AE-space. The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem B. We use a transfinite induction. For exactness we prove the following proposition: each infinite-dimensional locally convex AE(0)-space E of topological weight x > co is homeomorphic to i?T (the additional condition of infinite-dimensionality is not restricting for us because each locally convex linear topological space of uncountable weight is infinite-dimensional). The starting point of induction (i.e., the case x -co of the last proposition) is of course the Anderson-Kadets theorem. So we can suppose that our proposition is true for all locally convex AE(0)-spaces of weights k where co < k < x and consider a locally convex .4£'(0)-space E of weight x. To prove that E is homeomorphic to Rx we can use a topological characterization of the last space. Let us recall some necessary definitions. Suppose that we have an AEspace X of weight x > oe ■ If / = co then by the theorem of Torunczyk [11] the space X is homeomorphic to Rm if for an arbitrary mapping g : Z -» X of any Polish space Z in to X and for any open covering Í/ of X there exists a closed embedding « : Z -» X such that h is ^-near to g. If x > & then the characterization can be given as follows [3] : for an arbitrary mapping g: Z -» X of any space Z with i?-weight < x (this means that Z can be embedded into Rx as a C-embedded subspace), for any cardinal number k, with co < k < X , for any factorizing A-spectrum Sx -{Xa, /r , A} representing X, and for any index a e A there exists a C-embedding « : Z -» X such that pah -Pag ■ It should be noted that in the last characterization we may consider only the class of spaces Z i?-weights of which are strictly less than / [3] .
Thus consider an arbitrary space Z the i?-weight of which is equal to k, where k < x (without loss of generality we can suppose that co < k ), any mapping g: Z -► E, any factorizing A-spectrum SE = {Ea, p%, A} with lim SE = E, and any index a e A. We want to construct a C-embedding « : Z -» E such that pah = pag . Using Lemma 1 we can suppose without loss of generality that all spaces Ea are locally convex ^£'(0)-spaces of weight k and all limit projections pa are linear 0-soft mappings. Moreover, by Lemma 3, E is an ^L'-space. Consequently, by Theorem 1, we can suppose additionally that all spaces Ea are also v42?-spaces and all limit projections pa are linear and soft. Let us find an index ß e A such that ß > a and the projection /r : Eß -» Ea is a trivial bundle with fiber R . Put aQ = a. Since the weight of E is strictly less than the weight of E and the projection p : E -» E "0 Qo a0
is linear and open we can conclude that the fiber kerp contains at least two Qo points. Then we can choose an index ax > a0 such that ker/?"1 also contains at least two points. Suppose now that for every ordinal y with y < ô, where S < k, we have already chosen indexes a e A in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied: (a) if p < v < S , then a^ < av ; (b) if v is a limit ordinal, then av = sup{a : p < v}; (c) the fiber ker"" contains at least two points (p < v < S).
Now we construct an index as with the desired properties. If S is a limit ordinal then we put as = sup{ay: y < ô}. By the inequality ö < k and kcompleteness of the spectrum S we have that ase A . If S = y + 1 then index ag can be constructed precisely in the same way as an index ax . Now consider ß = sup{a : y < k} and note that ß e A. Consider the well-ordered spectrum S' = {Ey, /A+1, k} . Continuity of the spectrum S implies that the limit space of the spectrum S' is naturally isomorphic to the space Eß and the limit projection lim 5 -» Ea = Ea is isomorphic to the short projection p^:Eß-> Ea of the spectrum S. By the theorem of Bartle and Graves (see [2] ; let us recall that the mapping pa is linear and soft) this mapping is (topologically) a trivial bundle. At the same time it is easy to verify the fiber ker /r is homeomorphic to the product n{ker/A+1 : y < k} . Consequently, by conditions (a)-(c), the weight of ker/r is equal to k. By the same conditions we can conclude that even if k -co, the space is infinite-dimensional (in the other case we get a contradiction with the condition (c)). Consequently, by our hypothesis, the space ker // is homeomorphic to R . Moreover in this case the projection /r can be topologically identified with the natural projection nx: Ea x R -» Ea . Since the /?-weight of the space Z is equal to k, there exists a C-embedding i: Z -> R . Then it is easy to see the diagonal product /' of mappings paf and i gives a C-embedding j: Z -» EaxR = Eß for which the equality pa -paf holds. Let us fix an arbitrary lifting k: Eß -» E of the soft limit projection pß (this means that pßk = id£ ). Then the composition h = kj is the desired C-embedding of Z in E. Theorem B is proved.
The following proposition in the case of infinite-dimensional separable Fréchet spaces was proved by Klee and Corson (see [2] ). Corollary 2. Every closed convex body in a locally convex AE(0)-space of weight x > co is homeomorphic to RT.
Proof. Let X be a closed and convex body in a locally convex ^£(0)-space E of weight x > co. Since int(X) ^ 0 we can conclude that X = cl(int(Ar)). By Theorem B the space E is homeomorphic to RT and consequently X is a functionally closed (this means that there exists some function / e C(E) such that f~ (0) = X ) and C-embedded subspace of E. By Corollary 4.2 from [3] X is an ^L'(0)-space. Lemma 3 implies that in this case X is even an yi-E-space. Hence by the corresponding result from [4] X is homeomorphic to i?T. The proof is complete.
The following proposition in the case of metrizable spaces closely relates with the theorem of Mazur-Strenbach [2] . Corollary 3. Every linear Gg-subspace of a locally convex AE(0)-space of weight x > co is homeomorphic to R*.
Proof. Let X be a linear Gs -subspace of locally convex ^4£(0)-space E of weight x > co. Put Y = cl(X). As in the proof of Corollary 2 we can conclude that Y is homeomorphic to RT. Consequently it is sufficient to show that X = Y. In fact, if there exists a point y e Y\X then the translate X+y would be a dense CTj-subspace of Y and (X + y) f) X = 0 , which is contradictory with the Baire property in Y = RT.
The following proposition can be proved in a completely similar way as Theorem B (and consequently its proof is omitted here). Proposition 1. The image of a continuous linear retraction defined on the product of an arbitrary family of separable Fréchet spaces is isomorphic to the product of some family of separable Fréchet spaces.
Finally it should be observed that using the topological characterization of trivial bundle with fiber RJ (see [5] ; in the case x = co this characterization was obtained by Toruñczyk-unpublished result cited in [5] ) it is possible to prove that each linear 0-soft mapping / between locally convex J£'(0)-spaces with wj(ker f) = x > a is topologically a trivial bundle with fiber Rx (note that in Lemma 2 only mappings having a Polish kernel were considered).
